PRESS RELEASE

HEUSSEN: Employment & Corporate Law Practice Listed Among FOCUS Top Corporate Law Practices 2016
Oct. 10, 2016: HEUSSEN once again makes the list of Germany’s top recommended corporate law firms in 2016,
according to the results of the annual survey of market research company Statista for German news magazine FOCUS.
This year, HEUSSEN was specifically chosen for its employment and corporate law practices.
The fact that HEUSSEN has been equally recommended by fellow lawyers and by clients puts this firm right in the
ranking of the top 50 corporate law firms.
Employment law is one of the pillars of HEUSSEN’s consulting services – 7 partners and 5 other qualified lawyers are
active in this field at the firm’s branch offices in Berlin, Frankfurt, Munich and Stuttgart, offering regular consulting
services to predominantly mid-sized companies and their corporate bodies in both individual and collective
employment law matters. One of their focal points in this regard comprises legal consulting and representation
services for executives.
In corporate law matters, HEUSSEN has 14 partners and 5 other qualified lawyers at all of its branch offices, all of
whom offer legal consulting services in matters ranging from business foundations and structuring to financing and
M&A transactions, in addition to litigation services.
In both employment and corporate law matters, HEUSSEN furthermore offers competent legal advice surrounding the
issue of “Industry 4.0”. This is one issue that goes beyond the linking and extended automation of production and
sales to involve new forms of cooperation, which, from a corporate perspective, raises whole new questions in terms
of employment and IT/IP law, corporate and contractual law matters as well as corporate cooperation matters.
The survey by Statista involved asking a total of approx. 9,500 lawyers and 3,400 legal practitioners from the legal
departments of leading companies about their knowledge and recommendations of legal professionals.

About HEUSSEN
HEUSSEN Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH is a full-service corporate law firm based in Germany, comprising over 120
attorneys, tax advisers, auditors and notaries at its offices in Munich, Frankfurt, Stuttgart and Berlin as well as its branch
offices in Italy and the Netherlands. Offering national and international corporate consulting in all areas of commercial
law, HEUSSEN is a member of MULTILAW, one of the largest international networks of independent law groups with
more than 8,500 lawyers in 80 selected law firms in 100 countries worldwide.

For more information, please visit www.heussen-law.de
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